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accessories to our range including foot activators, foot rings and arm rests etc.
on 01932 582900 or email

including installation and post installation service support, to enable these

action. Finally Sident will undertake a complete Project Management Service,

apparatus – including Galileos 3D digital cone-beam equipment, their

Sirona Specialists, Sident Dental Systems offer the choice from the complete

For details on special offers ring Jackie or Helen on 01793 770090 or visit our

- The DECAPINOL® range is a new, clinically effective approach to the management of gingivitis, and the prevention of periodontitis.

- Battery chargers - easy to balance in one hand

- battery chargers faster and longer to use

- Over 380 units were sold during the IDS dentistry show, in just three days!

- Compact and unique unit lift movement, for shiny luxury and superior patient comfort.

- Sintered arm and cart versions of the Clin are also available. The flexible and modular concept allows developments such as the BD9000 brushless motor or instruments with LED lights to be integrated into the C48. Customer around the world are convinced by the reliable technology, the timeless, attractive design, and the high quality of the C48.
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